Wysetek Implements Backup Solution for Automotive
Company
Enterprise Backup Solution implemented by Wysetek helped achieve easy management of
backup & restoration for the File system, application, virtual machines & databases.

Need for a Solution
The company was facing lot of issues in day-to-day management of their existing backup solution.
In addition, they were facing issues in managing the backup & restoration due to lack of GUI presence
& backup administrator needs to remember the commands.
In addition, they were looking for a solution where they can easily create a Bare Metal copy of any
physical server.
In addition, they were looking for a solution where they can take virtual machine snapshot backup.
Wysetek than understand the pain point areas of customer and studied there environment and
proposed and designed the new enterprise backup solution for them.

The Implementation
This Backup solution has features to take backup of file systems, databases & virtual machines
situated on prim and dump the data on either on-prim storage or tape library under a single console
with ease of management was suggested by Wysetek.
Wysetek team helped them to achieve backup and restoration of Bare Metal of full physical machine
seamlessly.
Wysetek team helped them to achieve backup and restoration of virtual machine snapshot backup
seamlessly.
Wysetek implementation team then worked with customer’s technical team to implement seamlessly
and resolve any issue faced in the implementation.

The Benefits
Backup solution deployed in the customer environment has eliminated the separate data silos
associated with traditional backup, restore & reporting products – which reduces the infrastructure
requirement for different products.
For company’s requirement, to efficiently perform Bare Metal recovery of physical production
machines. Snapshot backup of virtual machines.
Backup solution gave them a single console to handle all their backup & restoration needs with a GUI.
And also it gave them numerous reporting template.

The company was also benefited in the terms of optimizing cost tailored to different applications
requirement.

Key Features of Backup Solution
Reduces Operational Complexity.
Lowers the Cost of Data Management.
Easily Scalable Single Core Platform.
Manages Rapidly Growing Data Storage Demand.

